SAR grapplers take IM crown

By Farrell Peternal

A two-year intramural wrestling championship came to an end for Sigma Chi Saturday as Sigma Alpha Epsilon upset the pre-tournament favorites by a narrow margin to capture the first IM wrestling crown since 1970.

Though the SAE "A" team led the seventeen-team tournament after every round, SC was never more than six points behind and appeared to have the advantage in the final round. SAE came up with a total of 68 points to top SC's 65. Baker "A" team finished with a strong 53 points with Phi Gamma Delta and Lambda Chi Alpha close behind with 43 and 32 points, respectively.

Oddly enough, SAE had no individual champions, while SC had two -- Kirk Kraweig '79 at 126 pounds and Gordon Zuerndorfer '78 at 142 pounds -- and Baker had three -- Kirk Kraweig '79 at 118, Barry Blancha '77 at 177, and Dan Swanson '76 at Unlimited. The difference came in the number of people in second, third and fourth places. SAE had eight wrestlers earning up to four compared to six for SC, four for Baker, and five for FIJI.


By Charles Cox

The MIT 77 rugby team allowed only one Tufts try and conversion in its 23-6 victory over the Lumberjacks Saturday at Briggs Field.

Joe Boyan G and Jim Caruthers G each scored a try in the first half and Rusty Saunders '77 added two more in the second. Two of the tries were converted by John Kavazanjian, who also added a penalty goal to the scoring. MIT edged BC in the game played last week, 7-6.

Ruggers finish season by toppling Tufts twice
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The insurance helpline: 876-0876.

What's "No fault"? How much is apartment insurance? What's all this talk about your auto insurance questions without giving you a sales pitch. Just call Dick Ramsey any weekday.

W.T. Phelan & Co.

Insurance Agency Inc. Since 1896

61 Daniel St, Harvard Square (near The Highlands Center)

Growing up in America, Readfield, Maine.

If Adam and Eve were tempted by only one big, round, juicy delicious apple, think what tempting things can happen with 20 of them!

That's how many whole, tree-ripened apples go into every fifth of Laird's Apple Jack. And what comes out of it is pure pleasure. Eat an apple and you'll come through naturally in every drink you make with it.

Here are just a few.

Jack Rose. One jigger lemon juice, 1/2 jigger grenadine, 3 jiggers Laird's Apple Jack. Shake with ice; strain into cocktail glass.

Apple. Pour one jigger Laird's Apple Jack into a highball glass, over ice. Fill with 7-Up. Add a slice of lemon or lime.


Laird's Apple Jack

BLANDLY BLENDED APPLES DISTILLED IN A BLANDLY BLENDED WAY